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(54) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MONITORING EXECUTION OF CONDITIONAL AIR TRAFFIC 
CONTROL CLEARANCES FOR AN AIRCRAFT

(57) Methods and apparatus are provided for moni-
toring execution of air traffic control (ATC) conditional
clearances for a user aircraft. The method monitors ATC
clearances transmitted to all other aircraft across each
communication channel from an airport. Every other air-
craft is identified and the relevant data each ATC clear-
ance is transcribed. A dependency table is generated for
the user aircraft with the relevant data from every other
aircraft. The dependency table identifies each relevant
clearance that must be completed by all other aircraft
before the user aircraft executes a conditional ATC clear-
ance. The status of all relevant dependent ATC clear-
ances is monitored and the user aircraft is informed of
its conditional ATC clearance upon completion of the rel-
evant dependent ATC clearances.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention generally relates to air-
craft operations, and more particularly relates to a meth-
od and system for monitoring execution of conditional air
traffic control (ATC) clearances for an aircraft.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Air traffic controllers (ATC) are responsible for
organizing and expediting aircraft traffic in a controlled
airspace and on the ground by issuing instructions and
clearances to pilots of aircraft. To streamline operations
of multiple aircraft, ATC may issue a "conditional clear-
ance" where the pilot is cleared to act when the condition
occurs. However, misunderstanding, ambiguity or other
confusion may exist for conditional clearance. Hence,
there is a need for a method and system for a contextual
monitoring execution of ATC conditional clearances for
an aircraft.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0003] This summary is provided to describe select
concepts in a simplified form that are further described
in the Detailed Description. This summary is not intended
to identify key or essential features of the claimed subject
matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in deter-
mining the scope of the claimed subject matter.
[0004] A method is provided for monitoring execution
of conditional air traffic control (ATC) clearances for a
user aircraft. The method comprises: monitoring ATC
clearances transmitted to all subject aircraft across each
communication channel from an airport; identifying the
subject aircraft for each ATC clearance; transcribing rel-
evant data from each ATC clearance; generating a de-
pendency table for the user aircraft with the relevant data
from each subject aircraft, where the dependency table
identifies each dependent ATC clearance that must be
completed by all subject aircraft before the user aircraft
executes a conditional ATC clearance; monitoring the
status of all subject aircraft with respect to the completion
of dependent ATC clearances; and informing the user
aircraft of the conditional ATC clearance upon completion
of all dependent ATC clearances by all subject aircraft.
[0005] An apparatus is provided for monitoring execu-
tion of conditional air traffic control (ATC) clearances for
a user aircraft. The apparatus comprises: a communica-
tions receiver that monitors ATC clearances for all sub-
ject aircraft across each communications channel for an
airport and monitors the status of all subject aircraft with
respect to the completion of each respective ATC clear-
ance; a central processor located on board the aircraft
that receives the ATC clearances from the communica-
tions receiver and, identifies the subject aircraft for each
ATC clearance, transcribes the relevant data for each

ATC clearance, generates a dependency table for the
user aircraft with the relevant data from each subject air-
craft, where the dependency table identifies each de-
pendent ATC clearance that must be completed by all
subject aircraft before the user aircraft executes a con-
ditional ATC clearance, and generates a notification for
the user aircraft of the completion of all dependent ATC
clearances by all subject aircraft; and a display device
that receives the notification of the completion of all de-
pendent ATC clearances by all subject aircraft, where
the display device informs the user aircraft of the condi-
tional ATC clearance.
[0006] Furthermore, other desirable features and char-
acteristics of the method and system will become appar-
ent from the subsequent detailed description and the ap-
pended claims, taken in conjunction with the accompa-
nying drawings and the preceding background.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The present invention will hereinafter be de-
scribed in conjunction with the following drawing figures,
wherein like numerals denote like elements, and wherein:

FIG. 1 shows a flowchart of a method of monitoring
execution of ATC conditional clearances for a user
aircraft in accordance with one embodiment;

FIG.2 shows a block diagram of a system of moni-
toring execution of ATC conditional clearances for a
user aircraft in accordance with one embodiment;

FIG.3 shows a diagram of an example of ATC con-
ditional clearances for taxiing of a user aircraft in
accordance with one embodiment;

FIG. 4 shows examples of an electronic display of
ATC conditional clearances for final approach of a
user aircraft in accordance with one embodiment;
and

FIGS. 5A-5C show views of a multifunction display
(MFD) showing dependent ATC clearances in ac-
cordance with one embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] The following detailed description is merely ex-
emplary in nature and is not intended to limit the invention
or the application and uses of the invention. As used here-
in, the word "exemplary" means "serving as an example,
instance, or illustration." Thus, any embodiment de-
scribed herein as "exemplary" is not necessarily to be
construed as preferred or advantageous over other em-
bodiments. All of the embodiments described herein are
exemplary embodiments provided to enable persons
skilled in the art to make or use the invention and not to
limit the scope of the invention which is defined by the
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claims. Furthermore, there is no intention to be bound by
any expressed or implied theory presented in the pre-
ceding technical field, background, brief summary, or the
following detailed description.
[0009] A method for monitoring execution of condition-
al air traffic control (ATC) clearances for user aircraft has
been developed. ATC clearances are monitored as they
are transmitted to all subject aircraft across each com-
munication channel from an airport. The subject aircraft
are identified and each ATC clearance is transcribed for
relevant data for its subject aircraft. A dependency table
is generated for the user aircraft using the relevant data
for each subject aircraft. The dependency table identifies
each dependent ATC clearance that must be completed
by all subject aircraft before the user aircraft executes its
conditional ATC clearance. The status of all the relevant
subject aircraft is monitored for completion of their re-
spective dependent ATC clearances. When these clear-
ances are completed, the user aircraft is informed of per-
mission to execute its conditional ATC clearance.
[0010] Turning now to FIG. 1, a flowchart 100 is shown
of a method for monitoring execution of conditional ATC
clearances for user aircraft. First, ATC clearances for all
subject aircraft are monitored across each communica-
tion channel used at an airport 102. Each subject aircraft
is identified and relevant data from its corresponding ATC
clearance is transcribed 104 into a textual format. Typi-
cally, each subject aircraft is identified by an aircraft call
sign. The relevant data from the ATC clearances may be
received in either voice or data formats. In some embod-
iments, the data format may comprise a text message.
In other embodiments, the data may be transmitted uti-
lizing a Controller-Pilot Datalink Communication (CP-
DLC) protocol or a digital taxi system.
[0011] The transmitted ATC clearances received in a
voice message are transcribed into a text format and
stored in an electronic database 106. The transcribed
ATC clearances are matched with an appropriate clear-
ance command retrieved from an electronic clearance
database 108. Both the transcribed clearances along
with clearances received in a text format, are analyzed
for their relevance to the present user aircraft by using
the call sign and contextual information of the user air-
craft. Non-relevant ATC clearances are typically ignored
since they have no impact on operations of the user air-
craft.
[0012] Next, each ATC clearance is analyzed to deter-
mine if it is directed towards the user aircraft 110. If the
clearance is not directed to the user aircraft, a depend-
ency table for the user aircraft is generated 112. The
dependency table identifies each dependent ATC clear-
ance that is "relevant". A relevant clearance is a clear-
ance that must be completed by the corresponding sub-
ject aircraft before the user aircraft executes a conditional
ATC clearance. Therefore, permission to execute the
conditional ATC clearance is "dependent" upon comple-
tion of the dependent ATC clearance by the subject air-
craft. The dependency table lists all dependent ATC

clearances in order and it is stored in an electronic data-
base 114.
[0013] Once the user aircraft receives a conditional
ATC clearance, the dependency table is consulted to de-
termine if the conditional ATC clearance is dependent
upon the completion of a dependent ATC clearance by
a subject aircraft 116. If the conditional ATC clearance
is dependent, the dependency table is retrieved and the
dependent ATC clearances are monitored for completion
118. Completion is determined by monitoring the status
of the subject aircraft which may include information such
as: the ground location of the subject aircraft; the altitude
of the subject aircraft; the speed of the subject aircraft;
and other relevant data regarding the subject aircraft.
[0014] As each dependent ATC clearance is resolved
120, the dependency table is updated with the specific
ATC dependent clearance being removed from the de-
pendency table as it is completed 122. The dependency
table is continually monitored until all dependent ATC
clearances are cleared. Once the conditional ATC clear-
ance for the user aircraft no longer has any uncleared
dependent ATC clearances, the user aircraft is informed
of permission to execute its conditional ATC clearance.
In various embodiments, the conditional ATC clearance
may include permission for the user aircraft to perform:
a final approach; a landing, taxiing; departure; runway
crossing; push back from gate; and any other similar op-
erations for the user aircraft.
[0015] Turning now to FIG. 2, a block diagram 200 is
shown of a system for monitoring of conditional ATC
clearances for a user aircraft in accordance with some
embodiments. The system includes a communications
receiver 204 that continually monitors ATC clearances
for all subject aircraft across each communications chan-
nel for an airport. The receiver also continually monitors
the status of all subject aircraft with respect to the com-
pletion of each respective ATC clearance. The commu-
nications receiver 204 monitors both the voice and data
communications. In some embodiments, the data com-
munications are received via a Controller-Pilot Datalink
Communication (CPDLC) protocol. Additionally, a voice
to text translation capability may be included in the com-
munications receiver 204 or alternatively within the sys-
tem processor 202 in some embodiments.
[0016] A central system processor 202 located on
board the aircraft receives the ATC clearances from the
communications receiver. The processor identifies the
subject aircraft for each ATC clearance and transcribes
the relevant data from the respective clearance. The rel-
evant data is used to generate a dependency table for
the user aircraft with relevant data from each subject air-
craft. The dependency table identifies each dependent
ATC clearance that must be completed before the user
aircraft executes a conditional ATC clearance. Once all
dependent ATC clearances have been completed, the
processor generates a notification for the user aircraft. A
display device 208 on board the aircraft receives the no-
tification from the system processor 202. The display de-
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vice 208 informs the user aircraft of permission to execute
its conditional ATC clearance. In some embodiments,
the display device may be a multi-function display (MFD)
unit.
[0017] Turning now to FIG. 3, a diagram 300 is shown
of an example of conditional ATC clearances for taxiing
operations of a user aircraft in accordance with one em-
bodiment. In this example, the user aircraft 302 has a
conditional ATC clearance to pass through a taxiway in-
tersection 305. However, a subject aircraft 304 has a
dependent ATC clearance to pass through the same in-
tersection 305 before the user aircraft 302. The progress
of the subject aircraft 304 is monitored until it is through
the intersection 305. At this point, the dependent ATC
clearance for the subject aircraft 306 is completed. The
user aircraft 302 is now given permission to proceed with
its conditional ATC clearance and pass through the in-
tersection 305.
[0018] Turning now to FIG. 4, electronic displays 400
are shown of examples of conditional ATC clearances
for final approach and landing of a user aircraft in accord-
ance with one embodiment. In the overhead display 402,
the user aircraft is given the conditional ATC clearance
of "Cross DNAHO and Hold" along with the dependent
ATC clearance of "SJ876 Take Off from RW21". These
clearances instruct the user aircraft to cross waypoint
DNAHO and take up a holding pattern after a subject
aircraft with the call sign SJ876 completes its take off
from Runway 21. In the vertical situation display 404, the
user aircraft is given the conditional ATC clearance of
"Land in RW21" along with 3 separate dependent ATC
clearances. The dependent ATC clearances are in order
of completion: "UA765 Exits RW21"; "PL987 Take Off
from RW21"; and "Fuel Truck Crosses Runway". These
clearances instruct the user aircraft to land on Runway
21 after a subject aircraft with the call sign of UA765 exits
the runway, a subject aircraft with the call sign of PL987
takes off from the runway, and a fuel truck crosses the
runway.
[0019] Turning now to FIGS. 5A-5C, multiple views 500
are shown of a multi-function display (MFD) dependent
and conditional ATC clearances for a user aircraft in ac-
cordance with one embodiment. In the initial display
502a, two separate dependent ATC clearances are
shown ahead of a conditional ATC clearance for the user
aircraft. As the first dependent ATC clearance is com-
pleted, it is removed from the display 502b. Once the
second dependent ATC clearance is completed, it is also
removed from the display 502c and the "Execute" com-
mand is shown for the conditional ATC clearance. In this
manner, the aircrew can track the progress of dependent
ATC clearances in preparation for execution of the con-
ditional ATC clearance of their aircraft. This display helps
prevent any misunderstanding, ambiguity or other con-
fusion may exist from manually tracking dependent and
conditional clearances.
[0020] Those of skill in the art will appreciate that the
various illustrative logical blocks, modules, circuits, and

algorithm steps described in-connection with the embod-
iments disclosed herein may be implemented as elec-
tronic hardware, computer software, or combinations of
both. Some of the embodiments and implementations
are described above in terms of functional and/or logical
block components (or modules) and various processing
steps. However, it should be appreciated that such block
components (or modules) may be realized by any
number of hardware, software, and/or firmware compo-
nents configured to perform the specified functions. To
clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and
software, various illustrative components, blocks, mod-
ules, circuits, and steps have been described above gen-
erally in terms of their functionality. Whether such func-
tionality is implemented as hardware or software de-
pends upon the particular application and design con-
straints imposed on the overall system. Skilled artisans
may implement the described functionality in varying
ways for each particular application, but such implemen-
tation decisions should not be interpreted as causing a
departure from the scope of the present invention. For
example, an embodiment of a system or a component
may employ various integrated circuit components, e.g.,
memory elements, digital signal processing elements,
logic elements, look-up tables, or the like, which may
carry out a variety of functions under the control of one
or more microprocessors or other control devices. In ad-
dition, those skilled in the art will appreciate that embod-
iments described herein are merely exemplary imple-
mentations.
[0021] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules,
and circuits described in connection with the embodi-
ments disclosed herein may be implemented or per-
formed with a general purpose processor, a digital signal
processor (DSP), an application specific integrated cir-
cuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or
other programmable logic device, discrete gate or tran-
sistor logic, discrete hardware components, or any com-
bination thereof designed to perform the functions de-
scribed herein. A general-purpose processor may be a
microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor may
be any conventional processor, controller, microcontrol-
ler, or state machine. A processor may also be imple-
mented as a combination of computing devices, e.g., a
combination of a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality
of microprocessors, one or more microprocessors in con-
junction with a DSP core, or any other such configuration.
[0022] The steps of a method or algorithm described
in connection with the embodiments disclosed herein
may be embodied directly in hardware, in a software mod-
ule executed by a processor, or in a combination of the
two. A software module may reside in RAM memory, flash
memory, ROM memory, EPROM memory, EEPROM
memory, registers, hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-
ROM, or any other form of storage medium known in the
art. An exemplary storage medium is coupled to the proc-
essor such that the processor can read information from,
and write information to, the storage medium. In the al-
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ternative, the storage medium may be integral to the proc-
essor. The processor and the storage medium may re-
side in an ASIC. The ASIC may reside in a user terminal.
In the alternative, the processor and the storage medium
may reside as discrete components in a user terminal
[0023] In this document, relational terms such as first
and second, and the like may be used solely to distinguish
one entity or action from another entity or action without
necessarily requiring or implying any actual such rela-
tionship or order between such entities or actions. Nu-
merical ordinals such as "first," "second," "third," etc. sim-
ply denote different singles of a plurality and do not imply
any order or sequence unless specifically defined by the
claim language. The sequence of the text in any of the
claims does not imply that process steps must be per-
formed in a temporal or logical order according to such
sequence unless it is specifically defined by the language
of the claim. The process steps may be interchanged in
any order without departing from the scope of the inven-
tion as long as such an interchange does not contradict
the claim language and is not logically nonsensical.
[0024] Furthermore, depending on the context, words
such as "connect" or "coupled to" used in describing a
relationship between different elements do not imply that
a direct physical connection must be made between
these elements. For example, two elements may be con-
nected to each other physically, electronically, logically,
or in any other manner, through one or more additional
elements.
[0025] While at least one exemplary embodiment has
been presented in the foregoing detailed description of
the invention, it should be appreciated that a vast number
of variations exist. It should also be appreciated that the
exemplary embodiment or exemplary embodiments are
only examples, and are not intended to limit the scope,
applicability, or configuration of the invention in any way.
Rather, the foregoing detailed description will provide
those skilled in the art with a convenient road map for
implementing an exemplary embodiment of the inven-
tion. It being understood that various changes may be
made in the function and arrangement of elements de-
scribed in an exemplary embodiment without departing
from the scope of the invention as set forth in the ap-
pended claims.

Claims

1. A method of monitoring execution of conditional air
traffic control (ATC) clearances for a user aircraft,
comprising:

monitoring ATC clearances transmitted to all
subject aircraft across each communication
channel from an airport with a communications
receiver onboard the user aircraft;
identifying the subject aircraft for each ATC
clearance with the communications receiver;

transcribing relevant data from each ATC clear-
ance with the communications receiver;
generating a dependency table for the user air-
craft with the relevant data from each subject
aircraft, where the dependency table identifies
each dependent ATC clearance that must be
completed by all subject aircraft before the user
aircraft executes a conditional ATC clearance
with a central processor located on board the
user aircraft;
monitoring the status of all subject aircraft with
respect to the completion of dependent ATC
clearances with the communications receiver;
and
informing the user aircraft of the conditional ATC
clearance upon completion of all dependent
ATC clearances by all subject aircraft with a
graphical display device on board the aircraft.

2. The method of Claim 1, where identifying the subject
aircraft is done with an aircraft call sign.

3. The method of Claim 1, where the relevant data is
transcribed from a voice communication.

4. The method of Claim 1, where the relevant data is
transcribed from a data communication.

5. The method of Claim 4, where the data communica-
tion comprises a text message.

6. The method of Claim 4, where the data communica-
tion uses a Controller-Pilot Datalink Communication
(CPDLC) protocol.

7. The method of Claim 1, where the relevant data com-
prises a dependent ATC clearance.

8. The method of Claim 1, where the status of the sub-
ject aircraft comprises a ground location of the sub-
ject aircraft.

9. The method of Claim 1, where the status of the sub-
ject aircraft comprises an altitude of the subject air-
craft.

10. The method of Claim 1, where the status of the sub-
ject aircraft comprises a speed of the subject aircraft.
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